Call for Contributors for Hidden Fallacies in Corporate Law and Financial
Regulation
The “Hidden Fallacies in Corporate Law and Financial Regulation” project seeks contributors
for an edited collection, edited by Professor Saule Omarova (Cornell Law School) and Assistant
Professor Alexandra Andhov (Faculty of Law, University of Copenhagen).
The purpose of the project is to showcase original cutting-edge research from leading scholars
of corporate, securities, financial law and regulation. Collectively, these contributions will
offer a critical reassessment of the underlying narratives framing mainstream scholarship in
these broadly defined fields. In this sense, the project is an exercise in conceptual
“deconstruction” and agenda-setting for future research.
General conceptual framing:
The volume contributions will identify and explore the sources, operation, and distortive
effects of various insufficiently examined or outdated concepts and assumptions (i.e.,
“fallacies”) underlying or framing modern corporate and securities laws, financial regulation,
and related areas. Overall, the volume will highlight the transformative possibilities of shifting
the analytic baseline along the continuum between public and private, ‘micro’ and ‘macro’,
transactional and structural, individualized and systemic, static and dynamic, and other
relevant dimensions.
Individual contributions are expected to focus on specific fallacies as they appear in various
fields of inquiry, including (but not limited to) the following:
1) Roles played, and risks created, by various financial market participants
2) Role of central banks in financial markets
3) Dynamics of financial innovation
4) Consumer financial protection
5) Financial market efficiency and information flows
The Format & Schedule is following:
09/15/2020
Finalized outline of the volume’s structure; with outlines of
individual chapter contributions
Nov/Dec 2020
Workshop for contributors in person in Copenhagen or online (1st
drafts)
Late Spring 2021
Conference with stakeholders in New York City
Summer 2021
Final drafts of chapters submitted to editors
Autumn 2021
Submission of the volume to the tier 1 publication house
Interested Contributors
Those who are interested in contributing should email the editors (sto24@cornell.edu and
alexandra.andhov@jur.ku.dk) and state “Hidden Fallacies in Corporate Law and Financial
Regulation” in the subject line.
We ask the interested contributors to (a) provide a brief description of the specific “fallacy”
they wish to analyze and critique; (b) attach their current CV; and (c) if possible, include an
example of prior or current work that is either indicative of their overall
approach/methodology or (in their view) is otherwise relevant to our decision-making.

Editors are committed to diversity in all of its forms an aim to include a diverse group of
authors in this edited volume.
Applications are due by August 15, 2020. The editors expect to notify accepted authors no
later than September 1, 2020.

